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SECTION A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Article 46

General Statement on Difficulties Relating to Primary Commodities

The Members recognize that the relationship between production and

consumption of some primary commodities may present special difficulties..

These special difficulties are different in character from those which

manufactured goods present generally. They arise out of such conditions

as the disequilibrium between production and consumption, the accumulation

of burdensome stocks, and pronounced fluctuations in prices. They may

have a seriously adverse effect on the interest of both producers and

consumers. Moreover, they may have widespread repercussions which would

jeopardize the general policy of economic expansion.

Article 47

Objectives of lnter-Governmental Commodity Arrangements

The Members agree that inter-governmental commodity arrangements may

be employed to achieve the following objectives:

1. To enable countries to find solutions to the special commodity

difficulties referred to in Article 46 without resorting to action

inconsistent with the purposes of the Charter.

2. To prevent or alleviate the serious economic problems which may

arise when production adjustments cannot be effected by the free play of

/market forces
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market frczes asciapidly as the quiremstances reqnfti.

3. To provide, during the period which ,ay be necessary) a framework

for the considerpmion and develotnent of measures which will have as their

purpose economic adjustment designed to promote the expansion of consumption

or a shift of resources and manpower out of over-expanded industries into

new and productive occupations.

4. To moderate pronounced fluctuations in the price of a primary

commodity above and below the level which expresses the long-term

equilibrium between the forces of supply and demand.

L5. To maintain and develop the natural resources of the world and

protect them frxm unnecns]ary emhaustioa
z

L6* To provide for expansion in the production of a primary commodity

which is in such short supply as seriously o prejudice the'interests of

consumersJ
SECTIONNMEB. INTOMMER-GOVERENTAL CODITY

APRNERALWITS IN GEMARL
Article 43

1. A Member oraMembers substentially intepested in the Croduction,

cons=,ption or trade of a particulamomo(primary) crtdity shall be entitled,

if they consider that special difficulties exist or are expected to arise

regarding the commodity, to ayk that a stud; of that com.odity be made

2. Unless it resolves that a prima facie case has not been

established, the Organization shall promptly invite the anmbers substemtially

interested in the production, consumption or trmade of the comodity to

appoint representatives to Study Group- to make a stmdy ofythe commoditt.

Non-Members having a similar interest may also be invited.

3. uhe Study Grotp shall, in the light of an investigation of the

root causes of theomroblem., prciptly report its findings regarding the

production, consumption and trade situatimn odi the co~mmcKIty. If the

/Study Group
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Study Group finds that special difficulties exist or are expected to arise,

it shall make recommendations to the Organization as to how best to deal

with such difficulties. The Organization shall transmit promptly to

Members any such findings and recommendations.

Article 49

Commodity Conferences

1.On the basis of the recommendations of the Study Group, or on

the basis of information about the root causes of the problem agreed to be

adequately the Members substantially interested in the production,

consumption or trade of a particular (primary) commodity, the Organization

shall promptly at the request of a Member having a substantial interest,

or may, on its own initiative, convene an inter-governmental conference for

the purpose of discussing measures designed to meet the special difficulties

which have been found to exist or are expected to arise.

2. Any Member having a substantial interest in the production,

consumption or trade of the commodity shall be entitled to participate in

the Conference, and non-Members having similar interest may be invited

by the Organization.

3. If the Conference recommends to Members the adoption of any type

of inter-governmental commodity arrangement, such arrangement shall

conform to the principles stated in Article 51. If the Conference

recommends to Members the adoption of an inter-governmental commodity

agreement involving the regulation of production, trade or prices such

agreement shall conform to the principles stated in Articles 51 and 53.

Article 50

Relations with .Specialized Agencies

1. Competent specialized agencies, such as the Food and Agriculture

Organization, shall be entitled:

(a) to submit to the Organization any relevant study of a

[primary]
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[primary]commodity;
(b) o ask that [p'study]of a rimar T caommodity be mde.

2. The Organization may request ady specialize agency, which it

deems to be competent, to attend or take part in the work of a. Study Group

or of a Comodity Conference.

Article 51

General Principles of Inter-Govmernmental Comodity Arrangements

.emb9rs undertake to adherlo to the folowing principles governing

the operation of all types of inter-gommenmental coaodity :rrangements:

ng eSuch arll aenmnts shra be open fo an ini[ial periy] Linitialln
to participation by any Member on terms no lels favourabie than those

acnorded to ary oth[r country Lpa]ty theretoT and thereafteh upon suc

terms as may be appheved by tes Or.anizationr.

2. Non-Members may be inveter an ths O'geaization to participate in

such arrangements and the provisionsgraof pplyingo1 ap~y~i Q Members

sha.U apply to any non-Membor so invited.

3. Ualrangemh erz-_igeents participating countrirrangshall azae for

equiabe treatment as between non-participating Mem.brs and participating

countries.

4. Participating countries shall, in matters ehe subjact of such

arremenits affor- non~participating Memoer ieutriis treatment no less

favourable than that accordanynona ton-Member. counhiy wb±oh .d!es not

participate in thenarrazgement.

]. ,3J Such arrangementsl hall- include provision for adequate

participation of countries substantially interested in the production,

connumption or trade of omeodcdomd[ity. Ln the importatioc or fonsumption

of the commodity ll wel hass tlobe substllan iay -enter ste : in.its

exportation or produc]ion:J

Lv.In such arrangements; participating countries which are largely

/dependent
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dependent for consumption. on. imports of the. commodity involved shall,

in deteminations made relating to substantive matters, have together a

voice equal to that of those largely interested in obtaining export markets

for the commodity, provided that these countries which are largely interested

in the commodity but which do not fall precisely under either of the

above classes shall have an appropriate voice.]
6.. [5]Such arrangements shall provide where practicable, for measures

designed to expand world consumption of the commodity.

7.[6] Members agree that full publicity shall be given to any

inter-governmental commodity arrangement proposed or concluded, to the

statements of considerations and objectives advanced by the proposing

Members, to the operation of the arrangements, and to the nature and

development of measures adopted to correct the underlying situation.which

gave rise to the arrangement.

SECTION C. INTER-GOVERMENTAL COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS
INVOLVING THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION,

TRADE OR PRICES

Article 52

Circumstances Governing Use of Regulatory Agreements

Members agree that regulatory agreements may be employed only when:

1. A burdensome surplus of a primary commodity has developed or is

expected to develop which, because a substantial reduction in price does

not readily lead to a siginificant increase in consumption nor to a

significant decrease in production of that commodity,would not, in the

absence of specificgovernmental action, be corrected by normal market[in]

forces alone in time. to prevent serious hardship to producers amomg whom

are small producers who account for a substantial portion of the total

output; or _

c. Widespread unemployment in connection witha particular primary

commodity, arising out of difficulties of t e kind. referred to in

Ar5icle 41
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Article46, has developed or is expected to develop, which in the absence

of specific governmental action, would not be corrected bynormal
market[ing] forces alone in time to prevent widedspread and undue hardship

to workers, because, in the case of the industry concerned, a. substantial

reductionin [of]price does not readilylead to a significant increase in

consumption but to the reduction of employment and because areas in which

thecommodity is produced in substantial quantity do not afford alternative

employment opportunities for the workers involved; or

3.The Organizations finds that, for a commodity other than a primary

commodity, in addition to the circumstances set forth in1 or above,

exceptional circumstances justify such action. Such: agreements shall be

subject not only to the principled set forth in this Chapter but also to

any other requirements which the Organizationmay establish.

Article 53

Additionalpiinional Plrnciples Gogularning ReGitory Agreements

Membakrs undertke too adhere t the following principles governing

regulatory agreements in addition to those stated. in Article 51:

1. Mem ers agree' not to eaternewinto 'ny regulatory agreement unless

it has been recommended by a C nference -callrdain accoidince with Article 49.

LNevretmiless, Medberialsubstantilly innetested i eheproduction, consumption.
fr tpa&e e'ar articul' omrimary c6n odity may. pdoceed by .irect ;

oe otiation te -the canclusion of eh agreeme t, providedf`tmst it conrors

torove oohq oi#Yisicns cf thisfChapter, si there ha6 bnen unreasornle delay

in tngsproceedians yf the Studoo Group omrddif the Ceomcit.]y Confrence

u/h tdr srci sgreement participating countries shall afford

equitibmele treatit at betweer non-paitgcipa-in& Mem ers and. participating
countries, giving equitable advantages in return for tve obser nce off'

eaqutable obl.]ationsJ

L3. Paringopatii s6untlie' shanl in matters the subjuch of sUCl

/agreements,
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agreements, afford non-participating Member countries treatment no less

favourable than that accorded to any non-Member country which does not

participate in the agreements.]

2.[4.] Such agreements, shall be designed to assure the availability

of supplies adequate at all times for world. demand at reasonable prices.

3. Such agreements shall include provision for adequate participation

of countries substantially interested. in the importation or consumption of

the commodity as well as those substantially interested in its exportation

or.production.

4. In such arrangements, participating countries which are largely
dependent for consumption on imports of the commodity involved shall, in

determinations made relating to substantive matters have together a voice

equal to that of those largely interested in obtaining export markets for

the commodity..

.5. Such agrhaements sbll, with due regard to the nee during -a period

of change for preventing serious economic and social di location-and to the

po ition of-producingare s. which-may be suffe ing from abnormale*nd

temporary disabilities, make appropriate provision ti afford *ncreasing
opportunities for satisfying world requirements from sources from which such

requirements can be supplied most effectively and econ.mically.

6. Participating countries shall oamulate.Lnd adoptmme ofcgrae of

ecojnomic adustment believed to. be dequate.to ensure substantial progress

toward solution of the problem.within the time l its of -the ag eement.,

Admntraoion nf Regulatgrery Aes.emeent -

..rEach regulatory aghreem nt sall ,provide for a governing body,.

here rreed refef =a tCommodioCouncil..-D ' .

.,c~aof sthe countriepart anipating in:n agreement shall be.

-.a to ;beeewpresentsd a member'Commodhe,'Onodity ouncil. These-

/members
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members alone shall have the right to vote. Their voting power shall be

determined in such a way as to conform with the provisions of paragraph 4

of Article 53. [51.]

3. The Organization shall be entitled to appoint a non-voting member

to each Commodity Council, and may invite any competent specialized agency

to nominate a non-voting member for appointment to a Commodity Council.

4. Each Commodity Council shall have a non-voting chaiirman who, if

the Council so requests, shall be nominated by the Organization.

5. The Secretariat of each Commodity Council shall be appointed by

the Council after consultation with the Organization.

.6. Each Commodity Council shall adopt appropriate rules of procedure

and regulation regarding its activities. These rules and regulations shall

be subject to the approval of the Organization.

7. Each Commodity Council shall make periodic reports to the

Organization on the operation of the agreement which it administers. In

addition, it shall make such special reports as the Organization may specify

or as the Council itself considers to be of value to the Organization.
8. The expenses of a Commodity Council shall be borne by the

participating countries.

Article 55

Provision for Initial Terms, Review, and Renewal of Regulatory Agreements

Regulatory agreements shall be in effect for not more than five years.

Their renewal shall be subject to the principles stated elsewhere in this

Chapter [.] and to the procedures established in such agreements.

Periodically, at intervals no greater then three years, the Organization

shall prepare and publish a review of the operation of each agreement in the

light of the principles set forth in this Chapter. Moreover, each commodity

agreement shall provide that if its operations have failed substantially

to conform to the principles laid down in this Chapter, participating

countries shall revise the agreement to conform to the principles or shall

/terminate
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terminate it. When an agreement is terminated, the Organization shall take

charge ver. ivarches, statistical materindal ar othe possessions of the

oCc=odity Council.

'rticle56

Settlemoentf Disputes

Anyue.qstion pr difference. cerne ning the interpretation of the

voyisis a..of a rul1lotQra.greement oariiaing.out of its operation shall

be discussed. iginally by th Commodid4t.Council. In the absence of

agreement, the question shall .ber eree7d to theoCmcmodity mmomission for

examination and remmn=endation tt .hE executive Board. The Execuvi-e Board

shall then issue r -ulgn sje3'cto 6'htbe provino sfod Article 86.

SECTION D. MIELLANEOUSTR POVISIONS

Ait~cle 57

Obligations of Members regarngfi Existing and orbposedommomodity Arrangements

1. membersndertuake tortismi -to th O'goranization the full xeZt of

each inter-governmental mozmodita &angtnement in which tyer are participating

at the time of the coming into force of their ligiiations under this Charter.

Members also agree to transmit to t e'Oargnization appropriate information

rargingi thf rosmulation, provisions naid operatnoi of su hJrani~gements.
Members agree to conform with the decisions daae by thOr-ganiization

regarding their noinitued participation in any suchniit-rzgovernmental

mordmoytjarrangentet whichaftafer revieby%t ehd Organizationshallua have

been found to b -inconsisetent wi h-eh intentions of this ahipter.
2embers undertake to transmit to the Organization appropriate

information regarding any negotiations, looking to the conclusion of an

inter-governmental commodityin which they are parficipating
at the timeofthe coming into force of theri obligationsunder this

Charter.Members also agree toconform with decisions made bythe

Organization regarding their continued participation inany such

negotiations; andthe Organizationmay declare that such negotiations

/~~~~~~~~conform
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conform to the requirements for a Study Group or a Commodity Conference as

the case may be:

Article 58

General. Undertaking by Members

Members riot parties to a particular commodity arrangement undertake to

give the most favourable possible consideration to any recommendation by a

Commodity Council for expanding consumption of the commodity in question.

Article 59

Exceptions to Provisions
Relating to Inter-Governmental Commodity Arrangements

1. The provisions of Chapter VII are not designed to cover

inter-governmental commodity arrangements which relate solely to the

equitable distribution of commodities in short supply or to cover those

provisions of inter-governmental commodity arrangements which appropriately

relate to the protection of public morals or the protection of human, animal

or plant life or: health; Provided, that such arrangements are not used to

accomplish results inconsistent with the objectives of Chapter VI or

Chapter VII. Members agree not to participate in such arrangements if they

involve the regulation of production, trade or prices unless they are

authorized or provided for by a multilateral convention subscribed to by a

majority of the nations affected., or unless operated under the Organization.

2. None of the foregoing provisions of Chapter VII is to be

interpreted as applying to arrangements relating to fissionable materials;

to the traffic in arms, ammunition and. implements of war and to such traffic

in other goods and materials as is carried on for the purpose of supplying

a military establishment; or, in time of war or other emergency in

international relations, to the protection of the essential security
interests of a Member.

/Article 60
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Article 60

Definitions

1. For the purposes of this Chapter, a primary commodity is any

agricultural product or mineral which enters world trade in substantial

volume in a formcustomarily called primery. The term primarxy commodity"
may include a primarycommodity on which minor proccesing has been performed

in preparation for export. It may also include two or more a group of
primary commodities which are so closeIy related to one another that they

can conveniently be dealt with in a single arrangement. Such a group may,

subject to paragraph 3 of Article 52 include appropriate non-primary

commodities.

2. For the purposes of this Chapter, the term "Member" or "non-Member"

shall, where it is appropriate, be taken to mean aMember or non-Member with

its dependent territories. If a Member or non-Member and its dependent

territories form a group, of which one or more units are mainly interested

in the export of a commodity and one or more in the import of the commodity,

there may be either point representation for all the associated territories

or, where it is so desired, separate representation for the territories

mainly interested in export and separate representation for the territories

mainly interested in import.

3. An inter-governmental commodity arrangement is any accord between

two or more governments relating to a commodity other than an accord relating

to the purchase and sale of a commodity faIling under Section E of Chapter V,

or to an international fisheries or wildlife conservation agreement with the

sole objective of conserving and developing the resource.

4. A regulatory agreementisan inter-govermental commodity

arrangenment involving regulation of the production, export or import of

a commodity or regulation of prices.


